. Nonparametric estimate of the double logtransformed mortality surface as a function of age (in days) and mean lifetime (in days) with the use of two-dimensional locally weighted least squares (6) . This surface estimate is calculated from the lifetime data of 2755 nematodes in 79 cohorts, including 1625 the Gompertz model at ages between 8 and 10 days. This deceleration is followed by a slight acceleration, which leads to the impression of a "shoulder" on the curve. We noted this phenomenon of a shoulder previously (7) in the survival of medflies.
We also reanalyzed the survival data from the other 79 cohorts (1) that consisted of a single genotype. These data are subject to heavy censoring, and we first constructed appropriate lifetables, from which estimates of the log mortality rate were obtained with the locally weighted least squares method (6) . A covariate of interest identified by Brooks et al. is the mean lifetime associated with each strain. We recalculated mean lifetimes to accommodate censoring, then divided the 79 strains into four groups corresponding to quartiles of associated mean lifetimes. The rates were well synchronized within each quartile group (6) . Moreover, every single strain showed marked deceleration of transformed mortality. In view of these observations it is likely that deceleration of mortality of cohorts of genetically heterogeneous individuals is not caused by genetic heterogeneity per se.
We observe that deceleration becomes 0 more pronounced as mean lifetime increases. The longer a genetically homogeneous strain lives on the average, the more the curve of transformed mortality will bend (Fig. 1) . We find, upon fixing age and varying mean lifetime, that log mortality declines almost monotonously as mean lifetime increases. Conversely, fixing mean lifetime and varying age shows that concavity and deceleration of log mortality for higher age become more pronounced for increasing mean lifetime. These changes in the shape of the curve allow an assessment of mortality factors associated with higher mean lifetime. The major factor appears to be the intensity of a sharp localized deceleration of log mortality occurring around day 10 (5, 8) . The higher mean lifetimes seem to be associated with increased intensity of deceleration, as well as a lower rate of the initial transformed mortality.
Our conclusion from this reanalysis of the data of Brooks et al. is that deceleration of transformed mortality rates appears to be a universal feature of strains of C. elegans. The Gompertz model cannot adequately serve as a life model for nematodes. We found evidence that shape and slope (deceleration) of the curve of mortality is associated with the mean lifetime of the corresponding strain, and that deceleration increases with increasing mean lifetime.
Jane-Ling Wang Response: The analysis by Vaupel et al. allows the extension of our data in ways that we (1) did not originally envision and provides a much better fit of the raw data. The slope of the Gompertz curve changes at 8 days of age, but mortality still continues to increase exponentially until the end of life. However, large errors in the estimation of mortality rates late in life, which result from the small number of deaths during this period, prevent us from determining the accuracy of this statement with a high degree of precision. I find the statements from Curtsinger et al. to be convincing, and these precautions seem to adequately rule out the possibility that there was significant contamination by progeny in the aging cohorts displayed in their earlier report (2). Nevertheless, any significant amount of progeny contamination can produce a huge artifact when only a small minority of the starting population are being examined as is done in examining the oldest old. Great care must be taken to avoid it.
The analyses conducted by Wang et al. purport to show (i) that a "nonparametric locally weighted least squares method" provides a better fit (3) and detects a decrease in mortality rates at "between 8 and 10 days" and (ii) that each of the 79 genotypes analyzed in our report ( 1 ) themselves appear to be composed of two slopes. We completely concur on the first aspect of their analysis (4) nously; because the division into quartiles was based on mean life span (1), it is not unexpected that there is a fairly uniform distribution of mean life span in each quartile. However, the mean life spans of these RIs are distributed essentially normally (5, 6) and all RIs are derived from crosses between the Bristol and Bergerac wild-type strains of C. elegans (5, 6, 7) .
The principal problem with the analyses put forth by Wang et al. is twofold. First, the small population size results in considerable inaccuracy in the estimates of mortality rates and the rates estimated could be off by several orders of magnitude. Second, Wang et al. found absolute mortality rates early in life to range from 10-8 to 10-6, which can be compared with our estimates of 10`3 or less (1, 5, 8) in populations of about 200 worms. Error estimates in the latter two studies (5, 8) were obtained directly by analysis of the four component populations, each of 50 worms, and direct estimation of error. The standard error of the mortality rate at 3 days of age in these estimates (8) was 15 to 40% of the mean. Also, the log mortality rate at 3 days of age in two different estimates for the wild type (N2) were -2.09 (5) 
